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Lomogeneity of Slopes Test for 'Multiple Pegression

Equations with Reference to Aptitude-Treatment

Interactions

Gary D. Borich

Institute or Child Study, Indiana University

Walker and Lev (1953) and Edwards (1968) illustrate e. method for

testing the homogeneity of group regressions for the case in which there

is one predictor. Studies which have investigated cftitude-treatment in-

teractions (see Cronbach and Snow, 1969) have adopted the homogeneity of

regressions test as standard methodology for.assessing the difference in

regression slopes across treatments. The statistical oodel for this test,

however, is inappropriate for the case in which there are two or more ap-

titude variables. The purpose of this paper is to suggest additional

statistical methodology by which the homogeneity of group regressions can

be tested when two or more predictors are present.

The EnElysis of covariance model. The houogereity of group regres-

sions test may be familiar to the reader as the test which'preccdes analy-

sis of covariance. The purpose of the test is to determine whether or not

regressions of the dependent measure on the coveriate differ significantly

across treatments. An underlying assumption or enalysis of covariance is

not met when regressions significantly differ,

The homogeneity of regression lines test (Walker and Lev, 1953;

Edwards, 1963) is perforued with one covariate and one criterion for
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multiple treathent groups. The F ratio for the bonogeneity of regres-

sion lines test is derive from the variation of two sources: (a) obser-

vations within each treatment ,:,.roup about the rcg:?ession for the groups,

and (b) observations within each treatment L;roup about the regression

lines with a co,rgen slope. The error term 13 represented by (a), while

the difference between (a) and (b) represents the treatment variation.

A brief review of the homogencit of regression lines test will be used

to illustrate the general model.. After which, ve shall etend the nodel

to test for homogeneity of regressions ,hen multiple covariates e.re pre-

sent.*

Homogeneity of .ream re,?.re:Jz3ions, single eovariate. To test the

hypothesis that Bi = L2 = = = B (i.e. te slopes are equal), we

start with the standard linear prediction mode1:

vii
< <3

f biKij t eio j = 1 ..., i = 1, ..., nj

where Y n jthij is the criterion_; aj is the intercept of the group, Bj is

ththe slope in the Xii is the covar3ate, k is the number of

groups, mid nj is the nunl-,er of subjects in the jth group.

The residual sum of squares (i.e., Dei;) has degrees of freedom giv-

en by the number of subjects minus tne nuMber of parameters fit. There-

fore, we have 1 -2k degrees of freedom.

...........".00........
*While analysis of covariance can be performed with various computer pro-
grams, these programs do not commonly test for homogeneity of regressions.
Nultiple regression programs, including YUDO3R, however, nay be used to
obtain the quantities specified in this nape'.
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To test that Bi = B2 = = Bk = B we ne:vt fit the data to a second

more restrictive model (observations within each treatment group about the

regression lines with a common slope)given by:

yij = aj + BXj + fij; j = 1, ..., k; i = 1, ..., nj

Fortheresidualsumofsquares(Efij ) ve have N-h-1 decrees of freedom.

A2
Since the restricted model combines treatment groups, we expect Ef

ij

to be greater than Zeip These can be equal if the hypothesis is true,

but Ef can not be less then
ij Eeip

To test for equal slopes, tie form a hypothesis sun of squares given

A2
by SS = Ef ij - Ee, vith (if -k-1) (N-2k) = k-1 degrees of freedom. An

F test can then be foaled utilizing observations vithin each group about

the regression for the group as an estimate of error:

SSp / (:&-1)
F (k-1, r-2k)

ze. / (11-2k)

To the extent that covariates are unrelated (r = .00) in multiple

covariate problems there is justification for performing the homogeneity

of regression lines test separately for each covariate. When such a re-

lationship is not obtained, we must take into account the relation be-

tween covariates. Other models in which a null relationship between

covariates is not assumed are more generally applicable to multiple co-

variate problems.

homogeneity of Amok regressions, multiple covariates. For the

case in ',bid' there are multiple covariates, a test between

hyper planes is analogous to the

0
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Walker and Lev and Edwards test. of regression lines. A test for homo-

geneity of regressions with multiple covariates provides an overall

estimate of the difference between treatments, taking into account the

effect of the multiple covariates upon each treatment simultaneously.

The error term for such a test is given by the summed re: sell sum of

squares for treatments, while the treatment variation is given by the

summed residual sum of squares for treatments minus the residual sum of

squares for the treatment groups combined.

If we have n number of covariates, X], X2, ..., Xn, our full model

becomes:

Yij = aj + BliXiij + B2iX2ij +, BniXn" + eij

with 11-pk degrees of freedom, where p equals the nuiJber of parameters fit.

Constructing the restricted model for multiple covariates we have:

Yii = aj + B1Xiij + B2X2" + , Bn Xrajci

with V-k-(r 1) decrees of ft-cto., where ./1-1 eeuals number of covariates.

The sum of squares for the hypothesis of equal slopes is given by

"2 ^2SSA Efij - EPij

which has (h-k-(r -1)- (r-Pk) u p(k-1) degrees of freedom.

The F test, again utilizing observations within each group about the

regression for the group as an estimate of error, is given by

SShvn / 1)(k-1)
F p(1. -l), (r-P10

Eeij (1, -Plc)

6
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The homogeneity of regressions test vitt+ multiple covariates measures

the overall treatment effect but does not indicate differences in the re-

gressions which may be due to any one covariate. The result, therefore,

is a generalized test which determines the significance of the treatment

variation but not the separate effect of the covariates upon the treatment

variation.

Partial hypotheses for the multiple covariate model. In order to

isolate the cause of the overall interaction we can construct partial hypo-

theses based upon the restricted model. Here, we make no assumptions of

tmcorrelated covariates as would be the case if the regression lines test

were applied. To form partial hypotheses we construct the model:

yii = aj DiXiij + B2jX2ij BnjXnij + Pi]

in which treatments are combined for one covariate and allowed to differ

for the remaining covariates. For the partial hypothesis sum of squares

^2 9
we have Egij - Eeij with (N.;(!)-1)k-1,(11-pk) = (k-1) dIftr.acs'of freedom.

The F test for this hypothesis is given by:

SSilyp / (k-1)

F(k-1, N-31t)

Eeij / (14-1A)

Partial hypothesis are constructed for each covariate to identify the

causes of the interaction. For each covariate tested, a common slope is

formed, while slopes for all other covariates are allowed to differ by

treatment.

&ample data high and low correlation between aptitudta. Data

from two aptitude-treatment investigations are used to illustrate the

7
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foregoind equations. While both investigations manipulated two treatments

and obtained measures for two aptitudes, one reports a low intercorrela-

tion between aptitudes (Koran 1969) and the other reports a high intercor-

relation between aptitudes (Borich 1970). For the former study the corre-

lation between aptitudes for treatment 1 was -.11 and for treatment 2, -.12,

while for the latter study correlations between aptitudes for the two treat-

ments were -.82 and -.55. Response surfaces for the studies appear in

Figures 1 and 2.
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We may apply the homogeneity of regressions test for multiple co-

variates to each investigation. For the Koran data represented in Fig.

1, we have,

Yomogeneity of 3451.29 - (1345A7 + 1538.91) /2
= 6.88 (df 2, 70)

nultiple Regressions
1345.47 + 1533.91 / (36 '+ 40 - 6)

And, for the Borich data represented in Fig. 2, we have,

Nomgeneity of 43.96 - (16.76 + 12.12) /2

Nultiple Regressions
16.76 + 12.12 / (15 + 15 - 6)

6.13 (df 2, 24)

Treatment differences for each covariate may be determined with par-

tial hypotheses (i.e. Bij Bl). To isolate the cause of the interac-

tions we construct all possible partial hypotheses. For the above data

these are:

B1 = B1j (B2j,s Differ)

B2 u B2J (Dlj's Differ)

10
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Identical models are applied to each investigation in order to test

the partial hypotheses. For the partial hypotheses we construct the

restricted models,

Yij = al + BiNiii + 82jX2ii gij (to test P1 = B11)

with df given by N - k - 1 k = 0 - 2t;. - 1, and

Yij aj + BliXiii + + gij (to test 112 = n2j)

with df given by N - k - k 1 = - 2k - 1, viith the full model

given by

Yij - aj + LliXiii + + eij

with N - k k k = - 3k degrees of frecdom.

In order to calculate F ratios for the partial hypotheses, treatr:ents

are dummy or contrast coded and placed in the regression equations above.

Further examples with dummy and contrast codes ere provided by Cohen (1968),

Bottenberg and !lard (1963), and Bamilton (196')) and need not be repeated

here.

For the above investigations it is instructive to note the effect

of the strong and weak interrelationships betv,een covariates upon the

regression lines test.

li
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By detrmining the sum of squares for each covariate and comparing

their sum to the r,:gression num of squares for treatments, we may identify

the extent to which the covariates, separately, can account for treatment

variation when the covariates are in a multiple regression equation. When

the summed sum of squares for each covariate enuals the between treatment

variation, the correlation between covariates is zero. Or,

Sac.ci

ESSr - SS

j

3_

where ESSci is the covariate sun of squares for i covariates, SSr the

regression sum of squares for j groups, and SSr the combined treatment

regression sum of squares. The difference between the surned sum of

squares for covariates and the regression sum of squares for treatments

will increase as the correlation between covariates increases. There-

fore, the percent of the treatment variation due to regression that can

be accounted for by the sua of squares of the variables separately can be

determined. For the Borich data,

SSCI. SSC2 3.73

SSr + SSr
2

- SSr = 14.94
1

And for the Koran data,

8Sv1 SSv2 = 312.93

SSrl + SS
r

- SS
r

385.80
2

Aptitude intercorrelations
by treatments:

12
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In the foraee study we can note that the sum of squares for the

aptitudes separately, accounts for only 39 percent of the treatment

variation, while for the Koran data the sum of squares for the aptitude,

separately, accounts for 81 percent of the treatment veriation. As the

interrelationship between aptitudes increases, the difference between

the aptitude sun of squal.es and the regression sum of squares for treat-

ments increases. For the Borich data, the Walker and Lev model would

fail to consider the strong interrelationship between aptitudes, while

for the Koran data the wission is not as great. The percent of treat-

ment variation that can be accounted for by the aptitudes separately

should be reported when an interrelatiohship between aptitudes exists

and when the homogeneity of regression lines test used. Eowever, no

assumption as to the interrelationship of aptitudes need be made when

the partial hypothesis test
Clilj "2 E1) is employed. The partial hypo-

thesis model is applicable when overall treatment slopes with multiple

covariates are not equal and then the specific covariates causing the in-

teraction are to be identified,

13
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